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What are the different ways surveillance is being used by law enforcement agencies 
(body worn cameras, quick set-up and take down):

Josh: We are asked for several different types of video surveillance and it generally breaks 
down in our shop into two different categories. It’s either undercover work involving gun or drug 
purchases for example, or electronic surveillance that we conduct by itself to gather video 
evidence or that we conduct in connection with a different type of surveillance, for example, 
electronic surveillance of a cellular telephone. So that’s the dividing line. 

Undercover or criminal investigative purposes generally center around electronic surveillance 
systems. So with the undercover mission we are using what we just alluded to, small 
concealable body cameras that either record on the person or are capable of sending imagery 
either a short, but preferably a long distance in near real-time. We are recording what we hope 
will be evidence quality imagery. 

On the other side of the divide we have the investigative surveillance that’s taking place as part 
of another electronic surveillance. What we’re describing there is what would be referred to as a 
pole camera or an IP camera or an analog CCTV camera. In support of a second part of the 
investigation which would be let’s say a wire tap. That’s our primary use of video in our shop. 

Kurt: Josh mentioned the investigation applications. There are a myriad of other video 
applications that law enforcement exploits and I think you’re touching on that. I guess a very 
fresh example of that happened in the unfortunate instance there in Boston. The exploitation of 
already existing video either through existing surveillance or security cameras. There’s the 
whole idea of preparing this evidence for courtrooms. There’s the whole idea of videotaped 
interrogations or questioning which has really been on the forefront in the last ten years or so. 
So there’s a myriad of applications not only where law enforcement organically used this type of 
technology but also exploits whats already out there looking for evidentiary value. 

Pete: And if I could just add a thought to that, in harvesting the existing video a lot of law 
enforcement agencies face a challenge because as you all know, various systems use various 
means of recording. Some people believe it or not are still using VHS tapes. Some people are 
using hard drives. Some people are using one form or another of video media. Some people 
are using a system where they meld 15 or 20 cameras and they use some proprietary codec to 
record that. So as law enforcement rolls up to something ... like that in Boston, you have to be 



prepared to download video from any of hundreds of different forms. This is a big challenge. 

This had led to a whole subgroup, or sub-practice in law enforcement dealing with forensic 
video. This might be something for another article, but the Law Enforcement Video Association 
has taken the lead in terms of helping people to do forensic video analysis. Being able to for 
example clean up shots of ‘suspect one’ and ‘suspect two’ so that you do get a recognizable, 
usable face. 

Harvesting and gathering existing video tapes and existing video from surveillance cameras is 
huge as its become a sub-specialty in law enforcement video. 

How do you decide on a covert, semi covert, or overt systems? 

Pete: That would be a case-by-case basis. 

Kurt: There’s also the factor of what you see on TV sort of started with CSI and those types of 
programs and the expectation by the prosecutors to have a very nicely packaged case with 
audio and video support to seal the deal, if you will, with the jury. That’s had some bearing on 
law enforcement over time. And then the courts inserting themselves in various components of 
the investigative process as it relates to video and of course audio but more video as of late as 
technologies are improving. 

The whole in-car camera, dash cams for law enforcement use, all of that has had some 
significant impact on how law enforcement uses the video. And there’s the whole issue of the 
public now using video and audio through their very smart phones to record what the officer is 
doing and that of course is a whole different animal in how that impacts his or her ability to do 
their job safely. 

So to get back to your question I think Pete was right on when he said it was case specific and 
the geography and it involves os many different things and its all determined by the 
investigators pretty much at the time its being done. 

Wadi: State law has a large part to play in this as well. Pennsylvania and recently Illinois were 
not one party consent states. So you either had to have a warrant or you had to figure out 
another way to stay within the law while using covert audio and video (my understanding is that 
it would apply to video too). 

Josh: In most states, the lawful use of video is less stringent than the audio. For the most part if 
an officer has the right to be there, he and she can use the video. With exception of the long 
lenses and some other technologies where you do run into the legal issues, but for the most 
part its easier to do the video than it is to do the audio in most places. 

You have to consider, at the state level, if you’re collecting silent video imagery, (you're not 
recording speech) then you have to consider very often because of regulations of the law why it 
is you’re gathering that. For example if you were choosing to take video at a political gathering, 
even though its a silent video to retain that evidence for intelligence purposes, there are laws 
and court decisions on a state by state landscape that would affect how you do it and whether 



you can do it covertly or overtly. 

Pete: Another example of that is a relatively new license plate recognition technology that uses 
video cameras and other software coupling with the video. Even though you have a camera out 
in the open where everybody can have their license plates captured without any problem 
(because an officer could ostensibly stand out there and take a picture of everyone) it’s this idea 
of retaining, retention, and that pattern that may develop over time of that vehicle and the 
chilling effect it has on the constitutional civil liberties and the rights of citizens. 

So it’s more than just a black or white sort of decision if you use video without audio. There are 
a lot of other issues that enter into those decisions and how you use that information. 

Public-Private partnerships:

Josh: For openers, its good budgetary sense. The idea, if it’s appropriate is that the police 
department doesn’t have to bear the cost of many many cameras, maintaining those systems 
and so forth as long it is appropriate legally for them to obtain the imagery that those systems 
collect. 

I, speaking personally, can see merit in this but the thing we would need to worry about is 
whether or not the business becomes and agent of the police department and acting as an 
agent somehow is an end around to a regulation which would constrain the police department 
from doing what the businessman can do and simply turning it over to the police.

Kurt: I think really the driving force behind the partnership is that putting a camera up benefits 
the police and the private sector. And so having that dual benefit makes it perfect for a 
partnership and since it does benefit the business. I think Josh you would agree that somewhat 
ameliorates that this is really a police camera and not a private camera because it benefits the 
business. 

Josh: Absolutely, I do agree Kurt. And I think it also solves another problem that Wadi would be 
familiar with and that is when police departments, law enforcement or the government goes out 
to collect privately recorded video, it is a myriad of technologies. It is mind boggling to find ways 
to collect it and ways to view it even, once its collected. 

There’s an opportunity with police partnerships and police business partnerships to somewhat 
standardize the way that some of the imagery is gathered and recorded so that both the person 
at the business who collected it and the police department profit because they can prosecute 
cases more easily and so forth.

23:02 Wadi: It is astonishing the different codecs that have to be used to download proprietary 
video off of these security cam systems. 

It’s staggering when you start to talk to these video analysts about how many codecs they have 
to keep track of and how quickly they change. I just wish there was some way to standardize 
that but I don’t think there ever will be but my gosh. Video tape didn’t have that many lines of 
resolution but a lot of these guys long for the days of VHS when you were able to just put a 



video tape in a machine and were able to watch it. 

Often the store owner hasn’t changed the VHS so it had hundreds or thousands of passes on it 
and was virtually worn out but it was pretty simple as far as being able to look at the images as 
they were as opposed to having to contact manufacturers, then having to convince 
manufacturers that you have a legitimate law enforcement interest in seeing the video and then 
getting the manufacturer to part with this computer code, or this codec that allows us to open 
the video file and watch it. It’s a huge huge effort to keep current on these codecs. 

What kinds of crimes do cameras have the most deterrent effect?

Crimes against person and crimes against property are where cameras have their most 
deterrent effect. For example cameras at the banks or some of these ‘shots fired’ cameras that 
the cities have around different areas. They’re overt so there are workarounds: Some of these 
guys are wearing hoodies or they’re wearing hats and bringing them down close so that you 
can’t recognize them or so it’s difficult to recognize them so by the mere fact that they’re making 
this countermeasure effort, I think is amplifies the fact the they have a deterrent effect. 

The partnerships with the private sector, and the more cameras you can get out there, the more 
information is there when you need. I think the common everyday drug deals on the street 
corner, somebody robbing someone, somebody stealing a lady’s purse on the bus platform, I 
think these cameras over time have those those activities are curtailed because there were 
cameras overtly displayed out there. 

Kurt: In our county there are several but most notably two towns, villages, that have six 
cameras systems in their downtown areas. From the perspective of street crimes and drug 
sales, they are effective ... yes, they are effective and yes as you pointed out people are more 
cautious, attempting to conceal their identity in some way or another. How other communities 
have experienced that? I don’t know. I am aware of studies that go in either direction. 

How often do you see that adding cameras just causes spatial displacement? 

Kurt: Displacement is a real phenomena. Red light cameras for example, people have 
voluntary compliance, but I think over time people forget its there and they come back and do 
their thing because there are other issues that make it more convenient to do it where they 
originally did it instead of displacing their activity somewhere else. I think even more importantly, 
the whole displacement issue, I think the emerging technologies like smart phones and other 
kinds of communication devices probably have more impact on taking some of these crimes 
inside or behind the computer terminal than actual displacement by an overt camera. Could 
there be displacement because of a camera? Yes. But often times they come back or they 
forget and the other thing is this: I think the displacement issue in terms of taking crime off the 
street is also heavily impacted by the bad guys using other technologies that make it easier 
than doing it on the street.

Josh: I support that analysis completely. In terms of street-level drug distribution, very often 
with the presence of the camera, people don’t run to the other side of town. That area is the 
area where drugs are traded so the customers and the sellers are going to congregate there 



because essentially they have to. They can’t get on a bus and go somewhere else. But what is 
reduced is the amount of drug trading. What changes is the method. The method becomes less 
observable. It’s arranged by telephone. There are ways to operate in front of the camera without 
actually doing the transaction in front of the camera. I’m not saying the camera isn’t effective. It 
is effective. But I’m not sure that the displacement that takes place is geographic. It’s an 
adaptation to work within the gaze of the camera on way or another. 

Is there any worry that the cameras make criminals better at what the do?

Josh: You can look at it that way, I suppose. I look at it as it makes it easier for us to identify 
them. It’s not as though we don’t have an understanding of what’s going on. But now we have a 
face we can identify using a different method.

Wadi: Another component of that is, if these techniques make it more difficult and more 
expensive for the bad guys to operate, that’s a desired effect. 

What are issues that can come up when you have people other than law enforcement 
watching these cameras?

Pete: Federal agencies have the video sent to an offsite storage facility, but they can call it up 
and see it for themselves. So my understanding is that they are not relying on civilians to make 
decisions on criminal activity or not. Simply the civilians are staffed to make sure it’s recording 
or to make sure you can see video signal. I’m talking about the Southwest Border and the 
border patrol. My understanding is that sworn law enforcement members, border patrol agents 
and people from ICE are making the decisions of if it’s criminal activity. 

If they have someone who has crossed the border illegally, they can call up and have that video 
found and they can play it and make a decision.

Josh: We often think of the old time TV show where there’s a guard in a shack watching one or 
two monitors. Obviously when you’re linked to literally thousands or tens of thousands of 
cameras in some cases, that’s not possible. 

I was at a very small operation conducting surveillance for an investigation and things like that, 
and I can tell you with great surety that it’s law enforcement making the decision on what kind of 
information is being collected and what that imagery is telling them on a real-time basis. 

Who makes the call on when to release video to the public or when to hold back?

Kurt: When we are gathering evidence we wouldn’t release it publicly unless there is a 
compelling public safety issue, and then we’d have to be quite careful with what is being 
depicted and who is being depicted and how we released that video.

Josh: When we release some of these things that is certainly pre-trial and pre-adjudication 
types of issues and there’s a real hazard of getting incorrect information out there. That’s 
primarily why law enforcement has a whole process with regard to what’s intelligence and 
what’s releasable to the public and what has value to the public or to a law enforcement 



investigation. It depends on the case. It depends on the purpose for which this information is 
going out there. And the accuracy and all of that. We certainly wouldn’t want to accuse the 
wrong person of criminal activity. All those factors enter into the decisions made by law 
enforcement before this information is released by law enforcement. 

Wadi: So often when they do release it they have to take a lot of time and care to blur or blank 
faces of people not involved in the case. If you look at the video released in Boston they took a 
great deal of effort to go through and blur faces. That takes time. It’s not something you can do 
quickly or easily, even with today’s modern editing systems. So sometimes holding things back, 
in my opinion, is not because law enforcement doesn’t want to cooperate but they have a 
responsibility to protect innocent bystanders and make sure their identity is concealed. 

For municipal surveillance systems, what wins contracts, cost or capability? 

Kurt: It’s not necessarily the cost, it’s the best value to the government. We pick the contract 
that is of best value to the government in terms of cost and it’s not always the lowest bid. How 
does cost effect these kinds of operations? Hugely. A lot of these networks are built through 
grant money or other sources of revenue other than the organic budget of the agency. So cost 
is a huge factor.

What are some surveillance capabilities that law enforcement would like to see become 
more affordable.

Kurt: Well, the cost of cameras have gone down and IP cameras certainly increase the ability 
to channel the imagery to a certain place and many places at one time. I guess with low-light, 
there’s still the issue of being able to identify the person of interest in certain conditions. And 
then back to what Wadi said, all of the proprietary systems out there. If we could get a standard 
or just a minimal group of standards that law enforcement can work with, that would be hugely 
helpful.

What are some of the main technical issues you see across systems?

Josh: I don’t know how you’d ever fix this but in terms of technical issues, our agencies rely a 
lot on IP-based cameras and although we try and deal with one vendor, no one vendor provides 
a complete turnkey solution. Well some do, but what happens, I have a network video system 
that has one guy’s router in it, another guy’s camera, some third party software which is running 
the recording system, and (if something goes wrong) it becomes a technical nightmare. 

That would be a perfect world, but there is the worthiness of competition in the market and 
people are always coming up with a better idea, and thank heavens for that, but it may be that 
standardized codecs would be the closest we come. And that all cameras support all DVRs or 
NVRs, that may be the closest we get. 

What makes video more or less valuable in a case?

Wadi: Well to me that’s Rosario Doctrine which is duplicating evidence. It’s a federal court 
ruling that says it is perfectly acceptable to make duplicates of recorded video and photographic 



evidence as long as two conditions are met:

1. The original is available to examined by the court and 2. That all copies of the original are 
true and accurate copies which had been not been edited.

From my perspective recording camcorder video, the camcorders use SD cards or compact 
flash cards and have two slots that allow us to make a copy for the investigator and have one 
copy to go in the case file. What it means is that we can save countless hours of duplicating and 
video can be duplicated in real-time. 

I recently purchased an SD card camcorder that is just amazing and part of the reason I’m so 
impressed is that I can use two inexpensive SD cards and record to them both simultaneously. 
Earlier with the first digital video cameras that had onboard digital hard drives as the storage 
media tended to be problematic. Why? Because where’s the original. The original is in the 
camcorder, your honor. ‘Well why don’t you go and get it?’ Well I had to use my camcorder for 
other cases and I had to record over the original .. then the DVD of the original becomes the 
original and that’s proved dicey in some state courts and so the evolution of digital media in 
camcorders has solved some of the legal issues facing small town police departments or people 
without say, sophisticated surveillance cameras. And people doing narcotics surveillance and 
counter intelligence or watching bad guys with motorcycle gangs, chop shops, things like that. 

Dummy cameras. Do they have the same impact?

Kurt: I can look at it from a personal perspective and a professional perspective. When you 
look at some of these dummy cameras, they’re damn near as expensive as a real camera. And 
so the question becomes, why would you even bother. If I saw an area that I thought was 
important enough to put in an area to stop or capture certain activity, I certainly wouldn’t even 
consider putting a dummy camera in there instead of a real one. 

I’ve not seen a dummy camera that looks real enough to fool most people. I don’t have a habit 
of looking at dummy cameras, but I think they are easily discernible to see that they’re not real. 
The only way you can put up a camera that looks real is to put an actual camera up there. I 
think that’s more of a market ploy thank anything. 

Josh: I would agree. I wouldn’t even want to be put in that position where some one could 
argue effectively against me.

If we wanted place a dummy camera in some area where we want to deter some type of 
activity, we’d just put a real camera there because otherwise we’re wasting everybody’s time 
and two, we leave ourselves exposed, as law enforcement, to the person who says, ‘Hey I rely 
on the fact that I was safe in that area and your dummy camera really didn’t help me that much.’ 

Why do police want drones?

Pete: From Rockland County’s perspective that’s real simple: We can’t afford a new helicopter. I 
think that’s uniform across the country. People simply can’t afford to fly choppers. 



Josh: There’s lots of places a drone can go that I’d rather not go. Especially when it’s hot and 
toxic. And they’re a lot more quiet (than helicopters).

Wadi: I know some chopper pilots who have been shot at. If someone wants to shoot at a 
drone, ok we’ve lost a drone. If someone shoots at a chopper we run the risk of losing at least a 
pilot and maybe an observer. So from that perspective, it’s safe for law enforcement members. 

You won’t find a law enforcement helicopter pilot saying they want to be grounded and want to 
fly a drone, because they all love to fly. The fact it that people are now taking pot shots at law 
enforcement helicopters and that could prove fatal.

Are more law enforcement going to start using these? If you’re asking me I say, absolutely, yes. 
indeed. I’ve been asked to teach a course next week  in Chicago on using video to document 
damage caused by emergencies. Say, it’s flooding in Chicago. How do you get a bird up to 
shoot the flooding? You lose a drone and you’ll be red-faced and have to tell the boss you lost a 
drone, but if you’ve got to figure out how much flooding is going in Des Plains, Illinois a drone is 
a way to get the information pretty quickly. 

Josh: I think you have to draw the line at what the mission of the drone is going to be. Is it 
investigative or is it a public safety matter. I think for public safety, the case for a drone is pretty 
obvious. It has great utility and it is being used in a manner which I think should not upset 
people because of the things we just talked about. Flooding, natural disasters, fires, explosions, 
the grain elevator that just blew up. How close can you fly a rotary wing aircraft? How quickly 
can you deploy it?

When it comes to investigations, which seems to be what people are more concerned about 
then there are already state statutes and federal statutes and constitutional constraints about 
how imagery is collected and that would also apply to drones. 

LPR Merits? 

Kurt: LPR technology is huge. It has huge potential for law enforcement. Some people tout it as 
the biggest find since the police radio in the car. On the other side of the equation from the 
privacy perspective, retention is probably the biggest issue.

Because you’re following a vehicle around and not necessarily who is driving it, there are 
patterns over time that can evolve. And if the mayor’s son frequents and area (in the mayor’s 
vehicle) that may not be conducive to a public official, over time certain misinterpretations can 
be made. The retention issue is huge.

There is also retrospective value in terms of how when a crime is committed, there’s a police 
car coming on to the scene and everybody is going the other way they can potentially capture 
all of those license plates. It has huge evidentiary value and so over time when a crime had 
been committed. We haven’t discovered the sweet spot yet though on retrospective value. The 
bottom line is, its a great value to law enforcement. It does have a chilling effect in terms of 
some people’s perception of how law enforcement uses it, but it really isn’t something that is PII 
in nature because it takes another level by law enforcement to determine the identify of that 



vehicle. 

It’s a great tool and I think it’s here to stay and we’ll figure it out. 

About five years ago I was part of a privacy impact assessment for an instrument for LPR 
technology and the IACP has posted it on their site. The biggest issue in regard to retention is 
that there wasn’t a policy. And if there wasn’t a policy, there wasn’t a way to find out what that 
sweet spot was -- how long is this information good for in a post-investigation. 

If you look across the country, retention policies are at two extremes. You don’t retain anything 
at all unless there’s a hit, all the way over to you retain it forever. Those are the things we need 
to figure out and figure out fast because we obviously want to be able to articulate the base 
frame of time that we need to keep them --- that would probably be around the two year mark, 
plus or minus.  

We certainly don’t want a court to tell us because that probably isn’t going to be a favorable 
decision.

It has huge public safety potential but some law enforcement agencies are using it to enforce 
scofflaws. For a small jurisdiction it has great value for people who haven’t paid parking tickets 
whereas when you have an amber alert out and you’re looking for a little boy who has been 
abducted it has huge immense value. We cannot devalue the tool because some agencies are 
using it just to collect money or revenue in a particular city. We need to look at what how this 
technology is useful when it comes to public safety at large. 


